
 
Hole-In-One Reward 

 
Pelican Lakes Golf & Country Club provides a reward opportunity for members 
who are lucky enough to earn a Hole-In-One on our two courses.  
 
The reward fee is $10 and is designed as a safeguard to protect you from a large 
bar bill if your golf skills allow you to hit the ball in the hole on just one shot. 
Someone other than you must witness the ace.  
 
If you’re on the list and skillfully earn an ace, you will receive a $200 pro shop-
only gift card, a $200 restaurant & bar-only gift card, a nice plaque 
commemorating the accomplishment, and the remaining balance will be in the 
form of a credit to purchase celebratory drinks in the bar. The day you achieve 
the feat, you will receive an open bar tab of $100. The remainder of the balance 
will be applied to a pre-determined date in the future, as long as it’s within 30 
days of the hole in one. Within 24 hours of the hole in one, the pro shop must be 
notified of the day when the remainder of the reward money will be used. If the 
Hole-In-One Reward money is not spent within that 30 days, the money will roll 
over into the next reward account.  
 
We will not hand people cash, as this is a reward opportunity.  
 
There is one master reward list for men and women. If a husband and wife are 
both on the list, for example, both will be charged $10 when someone on the list 
earns an ace.  
 
The number of people who are signed up for the Hole In One Reward list will 
determine how much money the member who achieved the ace will be able to 
spend on drinks in the Pelican Lakes Restaurant & Sand Bar.  
 
When someone earns a hole in one, $10 will be deducted from the accounts of 
those who signed up for the reward.  

 


